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 REVIEWS. 483
 for the work. Captain Isachsen's work is noticeable for two reasons. He was
 one of the first to map large areas of the interior of Spitsbergen, if we except
 the Russo-Swedish Are of Meridian expedition of 1898-1902, whose maps have
 not yet been published; and, secondly, he employed the photogrammetric
 method in his survey. This has the merit of rapidity, which is most desirable
 in a land like Spitsbergen, where the working season is very limited and the
 weather often far from favourable. The area surveyed in 1906 and 1907
 extended from Danes island and Liefde bay southward to Cove Comfortless
 (English bay), and from the sea to about 13? 30' E. The rapidity of the
 methods employed can be best realized when it is said that two parties com-
 pleted this survey in a total of fifty-nine working days. A detailed account of the
 work and many panoramic illustrations, occupy the greater part of the volume.
 In addition there are a few meteorological observations, and several chapters on
 the history of Spitsbergen and the names employed on the chart. The latter is
 mainly from Conway's work, but Captain Isachsen does not, like Conway, adopt
 the earliest name for every feature; he allows usage and familiarity to overrule
 priority in some cases. That is a method which is open to criticism. And
 there seems to be no reason why the name Norway sea should be substituted
 for Greenland sea; it is the practice of Norwegian writers and has no
 justification.
 An interesting chapter deals with the possibility of the discovery of
 Spitsbergen prior to 1596, and Isachsen holds that Svalbard,, discovered in
 1194 from Iceland, and spoken of in the Sagas of Iceland, is in reality Spits?
 bergen, and not Jan Mayen. He dwells also on supposed early Russian know-
 ledge of Spitsbergen, which went by the name of Grumant, possibly the same
 word as Greenland, by which Spitsbergen was first called. If both these
 contentions are beyond proof, neither is certainly improbable. The maps
 accompanying the volume are on a scale of 1 : 100,000, one in black and
 white with hachures, the other coloured with 50-metre contours.
 R. N. R. B.
 MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
 Navigation.
 1 The New Navigation.' Presented in a familiar way to captains and officers of the
 Merchant Service. By Lieut. F. C. Cross, r.n.r., Headmaster White Star Train-
 ing Ship Mersey. Glasgow: James Brown & Son. Price 2s. net.
 The Marcq St. Hilaire method of finding the position of a ship at sea is
 what is here meant by the " New Navigation " ; and this ingenious develop?
 ment of the Sumner lines navigation possesses so many advantages over
 older methods that it is not surprising that it is now generally used in the Navy.
 In the Merchant Service, however, according to Lieut. Cross, it is not being so
 readily taken up, and upon asking officers the reason, he states that he has
 almost invariably received the reply that " the thing was full of versines and
 natural numbers, etc, that they knew nothing about." However this may be,
 it has led to the author producing a little book in which it has been his object to
 present this problem in a form that all merchant officers are familiar with.
 Although only consisting of about thirty octavo pages, tbe book contains
 much practical information, and it will doubtless prove useful to many, notwith-
 standing the fact that quite a considerable amount has been written on the
 subject in recent years. The fully worked-out examples at the end will be
 of special service.
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